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Branching ratios have been determined for the decays of J/~ and ¢ '  into 7r+rr -, K+K -, pff, 7r-+p ~ and K±K*(892) z. 
Results on a search for other two body decays of J[¢ and ~p' are given. Also presented are values for the n and K form 
factors at x/~ -= 3.1 and 3.7 GeV. 

The hadronic two body decay rates of  J/~b and if' 
provide a measure o f  the SU 3 properties o f  these reso- 
nances. Moreover, at these resonances the one-photon 
decay channels are enhanced, which makes it possible 
to measure the form factors for those final states 
reached only by one-photon decay. 

We have used the double-arm spectrometer DASP 
and the DESY storage rings DORIS to study the de- 
cays of  J/~b and ~b' into two charged hadrons. First 
results on the decays J /~  ~ 7r+n - ,  K+K - and ~p with 
a fifth of  the present statistics have already been re- 
ported [1 ]. A detailed description o f  DASP was given 
in refs. [1] and [2]. It consists of  two identical mag- 
netic spectrometers symmetrically positioned with 
respect to the interaction point. Together the arms 
cover a geometrical solid angle of  0.9 sr. A non mag- 
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netic detector subtending 70% of  41r is located between 
the magnets. The spectrometer arms provide high mo- 
mentum resolution (Ap /p  = +0.007 .p  (GeV/c, rms), 
good particle identification by means o f  range and 
shower counters, and a precise time-of.flight measure- 
ment (Az = -+0.26 ns rms over a flight path of  5 m). 

Different trigger conditions and analyses were em- 
ployed for those two body final states where neither 
particle decays strongly (e.g. 7r+Tr - )  and those with 
only one stable particle (e.g. lr+p-).  We therefore dis- 
cuss the two cases separately. 

n+n - ,  K+K - and pff  pairs. The two final state par- 
ticles were detected in opposite spectrometer arms. 
The event selection criteria were basically the same as 
in ref. [1]. They involved 

- a momentum cut on both tracks (corresponding 
to -+20 for n+n - and K+K - candidates and +3a  for 
p~ candidates); 

- a collinearity cut (0.1 rad in the projected angles); 
- a vertex cut; 
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Table 1 
Branching ratios for J/q) and q)' decays. The upper limits are given for a confidence level of 90%. 

16 August 1976 

J/q) q)' 

Decay Number of rf/Fg# I'f/Fto t Number of Ff/rJ/q) x 
mode events events 

Ff/Ftot 

K+K- 
PP 
or-+ p -T- 

7tO a) 

KK*(892) :~ 
KK*(892)a) 
~-+ A2 
KK*(1420) ~ 
~r+R(3100) :r 

2 (1.4± 1.0) X 10 -3 (1 +0.7)X 10 -4 0 <6.5X 10 '4 
1 (2±2) X 10 -3 (1.4+-1.4)× 10 -4 2 <2.5 X 10 -3 

70 (3.3-+0.4) X 10 -2 (2.3±0.3) × 10 -3 0 8.2 × 10 -3 
99-+25 0.11-+0.03 (7.8-+1.9) × 10 -3 

(1.2+0.3) X 10 -2 

39-+10 0.059+0.017 (4.1-+1.2) X 10 -3 
(8.2+2.4) X 10 -3 

<0.06 <4.3 X 10 -3 
<0.05 <3.3 X 10 -3 

< 3.7 × 10 -4 
< 1.4 × 10 -3 
<4.7 × 10 -4 

< 0.04 

a) By isospin invariance. 

- for rr+rr - and K+K - a cut on the energy deposited 
in the shower counters (less than three times that for a 
minimum ionizing particle); 

- rejection of  events which had a range counter  
fired (= muon candidate);  

- a cut in the particle velocity/3 (deviation from 
the nominal value less than 2or in the case of  rr+rr - and 
K+K - ,  and less than ~ 4o for p~); 

- a cut in the polar angle for n+lr - and K+K - can- 
didates (depending on charge and magnet polari ty:  
- 0 . 2 5  < cos 0 < 0 . 5 5  or - 0 . 5 5  < c o s  0 < 0 . 2 5 ) .  

Table 1 summarizes the results on lr+zr - ,  K+K - 
and p~ pairs obtained for total  luminosities of  390nb -1  
and 370nb -1 spent at the J/ff and if' resonances. Two 
rr+rr - and one K+K - candidate were observed at the 
J/~k. The background expected from gt pair and 
Bhabha pair product ion is 0.24 and 0.2 events respec- 
tively. Fig. la  shows the invariant mass distr ibution 
for coUinear pp pairs observed at the J /~ .  It shows a 
clear signal for the J /~  ~ p~ decay. At the ~k' no n+zr - ,  
two K+K - and no p~ candidates were found. 

In order to determine branching ratios we used for 
the J /~  the events from/a pair product ion,  J /~  
ta+t~ - ,  and for the ~k' the cascade events ~ ' ~  XJ /~ ,  
J/ff -+/a+# - observed in the same experiments.  Cuts 
equivalent to those used in selecting the two body 
hadronic candidates were applied. In the case o f  the 
J/ff the QED contr ibution to/a  pair product ion was 
subtracted. The polar angle distr ibution for the zr+lr - 
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and K+K - decays has to be of  the form W(cos 0 ) ~  
sin20 and this angular dependence was used to inte- 
grate the decay distr ibution over the full solid angle *. 
For p~ decay the general form of  the decay angular 
distribution is 

W(cos0 ) .  ~ l G E I 2 s i n 2 0 +  s [GMI2( I+cos20)  
4m 2 

where GE, G M are the electric and magnetic form fac- 
tors of  the nucleon, m is the nucleon mass and s is the 
total energy squared. Fig. lb  shows the polar angle 
distribution for p~ events from J /~  decay. The curves 
show the cos 0 dependence expected if  G E or G M 
vanishes. The case G E = 0 is slightly favored by the 
data. An angular dependence W(cos 0) ~ 1 + cos20 
was assumed to integrate over the full solid angle. 
Using the known branching ratios Fg~/Fto  t and 
l-'q),~j/~0X/Fto t (ref. [3 ] )we  arrived at the branching 
ratios and decay widths given in table 1. Results on 
J / ¢  -+ p~ from other experiments are in agreement 
with our value [4, 5]. 

7r-+ o ~ and K+K*~(892) production. The J /~  decays 
into rrp and KK* were studied in the missing mass 
spectra of  the inclusive reactions J / ¢  -+ zr* X and 
J / ¢  --> K-+Xwhere the rr + or K + was detected by  one 
of the spectrometer  arms. A detailed account of  the 
event analysis was presented in ref. [2]. Here we stress 

* Effects from beam polarization were negligible. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Effective pff mass distribution for coUinear p, 
pairs from J/@ ~ pp--X. (b) Polar angle distribution for J/@ 
pff; 0 is the angle between the proton and the positron beam. 

only that a purely inclusive trigger was employed to de- 
tect these reactions, so that the triggering efficiency 
was independent of  the nature o f  the final state X. The 
total integrated luminosities in this study were 170 
nb -1 at the J /~  and 210nb  -1 at the ~' .  

Fig. 2 shows the distribution of  the n-+X and K-+X 
events as a function o f  the missing mass X. Clear signals 
for p and K* production are observed. The distribu- 
tions were fit to a sum of  a Breit Wigner for the p 
(or K*), folded with a Gaussian to account for the mo- 
mentum resolution (a M -.~ 70 MeV at the p ,  a M ~ 50 
MeV at the K*) and a polynomial background. The 
curves in figs. 2a, b show the resulting fits. The angular 
distribution for np and KK* production is o f  the form 
W(cos 0) ~ 1 + cos20. This was used to integrate over 
the full solid angle. Corrections were applied for losses 
due to inefficiencies in the track reconstructions, de- 
cay in flight and nuclear absorption (see ref. [2]). The 
resulting branching ratios are given in table 1. Our value 
for the KK*(892) branching ratio is somewhat larger 
than the value given in ref. [5]. 

Other two-meson channels. The missing mass spec- 
tra (figs. 2a, b) show no evidence for the decays J /~  -~ 
zr -+ A~, K-+K*(1420) ~. Upper limits on the branching 
ratios are given in table 1. 

Some colour models predicted the if' to decay into 
a narrow charged state R via ~b'-* 7r -+ R where R has 
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Fig. 2. Missing mass spectrum observed in the decay (a) J/~ --, 
n±X, (b) J/O ~ KeX, (c) ~ '--, ~rex. The curves are explained 
in the text. 

a mass close to that of  the J / ¢  [e.g. 6]. Fig. 2c shows 
the missing mass spectrum in that mass spectrum in 
that mass range. No enhancement is observed and an 
upper limit of  4% can be placed for FV/_.~/+R/Fvj,_.all 
assuming I" R < 30 MeV. 

Discussion of the results. Relative to the J /~  ~ p~ 
decay rate the n+n - and K+K - decay modes are 

4 8 9  
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strongly suppressed. In the case of  the 7r+rr - this is con- 
sistent with the isospin and G-parity assignment of  0 -  
for the J/~.  The smallness of  K÷K - suggests that the 
J / ¢  is an SU 3 singlet state. The same conclusion is 
reached from the relative size to the 7rp and KK*(892) 
branching ratios. If the J/~k has both singlet and octet 
components the decay amplitude will be of  the form 

[71 
A(Tr+-p ~)=A 1 - 2 A  8, A(K-+K * ~ ) = A  I + A  8 .  

Inserting the measured branching ratios and correcting 
for phase space (factor 0.85) one finds 

IA 8 I/IA 1 [ COS 5 = --0.07 +-0.06, 

where 6 is the phase between A 1 and A 8" Hence the 
J /¢  is predominantly an SU 3 singlet state. 

Assuming that the J /~  and 4 '  decay into 7r+rr - or 
K+K - only via the one-photon channel the zr and K 
form factors are given by, e.g. iF~[ 2 = 4r~+~-/F~u: 

V~ = 3.1 GeV, 

IFn± [ 2 = (5.6+4.0) X 10 -3 ,  IFK±I 2 = (8+-8) X 10 -3 ,  

x/~= 3.7GeV, 117_+12<0.15, IFK_.I2<0.6.  

A simple rho pole, F~= (1 - s /m2)  -1 , has the value 
IF~I 2 = 4.5 X 10 -3  at x/~ = 3.1 GeV, which is consistent 
with the data. 

The ratio of  p~ to/a+# - production measured at 
the J / ¢  is larger than any plausible extrapolation of  
this ratio measured below the J /~  (see ref. [1]). The 
p~ decay is therefore a direct decay of  the J/ft.  
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